[Study of distribution of protein of the spine apparatus synaptopodin in cortical brain parts of rats submitted to hypoxia at different periods of embryogenesis].
A comparative study of the nervous tissue and distribution of the spine apparatus protein synaptopodin was performed in all layers of the brain sensorymotor cortex and hippocampal CA1 area in control rats and in the rats submitted to hypoxia at E14 and E18. It was found that beginning from the 20th day of postnatal development, in rats submitted to hypoxia both at E14 and E18 there was observed a statistically significant decrease of the mean number of labile synaptopodin-positive spines in the stratum radiatum molecular of the hippocampus area CA1. The decrease of the number of labile spines in the sensorymotor brain cortex was revealed only in the I layer beginning from the 20th day after birth in the rats submitted to hypoxia at E14. Maximal differences in the studied brain areas were observed in adult rats (exposed to hypoxia at E14: in the neocortex--a decrease by 23 +/- 10%, in hippocampus--by 24 +/- 8%, respectively). In adult animals, the increased degeneration of neuzons was not detected. It is suggested that disturbances in cognitive functions and in the capability for learning observed in rats after prenatal hypoxia can be due to a decrease of the amount of the labile synaptopodin-positive spines, which leads to a change of the structural-functional properties of neuronal networks and to a decrease of their plasticity.